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Blurb for PLT Conference Brochure 

How do you deliver 4th grade math instruction in fun, center-based stations that 
are aligned with the Common Core standards and enVision curriculum? Come see 
exciting examples of problem solving activities, logic, hands-on games, IXL 
computer program and teacher-led activities for review. 
 
 
 
 

 
Contact Information (Write * next to facilitator’s name.) 

Name School Grade Level or Subject 

Jessica Ames Burbank 4 

Cliff Gallant Burbank 4 

Louisa Popkin Burbank  Inclusion Specialist 

Nik von Huene Burbank 4 

   

   

   

   

 
PLT SMART Goal  

Using ongoing 4th grade assessment data and Common Core math standards, we 
created flexible, small group math activities utilizing a variety of math curricula to 
meet the needs of each student through differentiated instruction. 

 
 
 

 
Key Actions 

 
1. Working with our PLT, we analyzed topic pretest and topic posttest assessment data to target areas of 

remediation, practice and enrichment. 
 

2. We researched 4th grade CC math standards and gather materials and resources including:  hands-on games  
(including, but not limited to, enVision center game activities), Hands On Equations, Perplexors, The Problem 
Solver,  MCAS Open Response word problems and IXL computer program. 

 
3.  We used these resources to create a series of small group, center-based activities targeting individual needs. 

 
 



 
Findings  

 

1. We collected data using enVision topic pre-tests and post-tests. We were able to use the pre-test data 
to look at whole class patterns in relation to the enVision objectives. This process helped us with our 
whole class and small group instruction as well as providing us with feedback as to whether or not the 
enVision topic lesson plans met all students’ needs.  
 

2. We reviewed problem-solving lessons from the enVision curriculum. We wanted the students to 
transfer and apply these strategies to similar problems presented in a variety of different formats. As 
a result, we aligned sample MCAS open responses and word problems from The Problem Solver to the 
enVision topics.  

 
3. We modified the enVision recording format for word problems to create a more student-friendly 

version that provides a more effective way for students to show and explain their mathematical 
thinking. 

 
 

 
Recommendations / Next Steps  

 

1. When developing time frames for each enVision topic, we will have to ensure an adequate amount of 
time to administer topic pre-tests and post-tests as well as allot common planning time to analyze the 
data. 
 

2. We are planning to continue implementing the center-based activities and will allot common planning 
time to discuss how these activities are meeting the needs of the whole class as well as individual 
students. 

 
3. We will periodically review students’ answers on the modified recording sheet to determine its 

effectiveness. 
 

4. We will develop a schedule for each topic that allows time to complete the enVision lessons as well as 
implement the center-based activities. 

 

 


